Abstract -The probability density function (PDF) is a new concept of modeling the spatial dependence of the system response. In iterative reconstruction algorithms, the PDF plays the same important role as the point spread function in recovering images of high resolution. PDFs have larger spread than the simulated PDFs. The differences in FWHM, which are layer-dependent, range from 0.5mm to 1.5mm. We conclude that corrections of simulated PDF are required in order to achieve accurate resolution modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
A system matrix representation characterized by probability density functions (PDFs) for each line of response (LOR) has been incorporated in the Motion-compensation OSEM List-mode Algorithm for Resolution Recovery (MOLAR) [1] , for the High Resolution Research Tomography (ECAT HRRT, Siemens/CTI). Parameterized PDFs has been built previously from GATE simulations [2] and compared to non parameterized system matrices [3] . The hypothesis of this approach was that factors such as LOR-to-detector incident angles, layers of crystals, and depth along the LOR contribute to the spatially variant properties of the PDFs. The 2D PDFs, representing the spatial contribution of voxels to coincident events associated with LaRs ( Fig. 1) were applied in the forward-and back-projection process where spatial positions of voxels and LaRs fall into the respective categories of a 5-dimensional parameter space: layers of crystal, axial incident angles, panel-pair difference indices, transaxial incident angles, and depth along the LOR (Table 1 ). The new PDF representation allows for a huge reduction in the size of the PDFs by � 10 8 fold (�10 4 PDFs in this parameterization method, as compared to �10 12 pDFs otherwise). The simulated PDFs, different from the isotropic PDFs currently used in MOLAR, include significant depth-dependent and angle dependent variation, which is yet to be validated. Based on the same parameterization strategy used in the MC simulation, we proposed and implemented a method of validating the PDFs by scanning point sources at a number of positions in the field of view (FOV) and appropriately binning the coincidence events, taking advantage of the octagonal symmetry of the scanner. This PDF binning strategy is particularly important for the HRRT with its huge number of LaRs, and is different from other sinogram-based PSF efforts, e.g., by Panin et al [4] , in terms of the resolution model. The results of this study support the overall accuracy of MC simulated PDFs and provide some guidelines for correcting the PDF due to components of the detection process that are not included in GATE. 
II. METHODS
A. Definition ofPDFs Octagonal symmetry is taken into account in parameterizing the PDFs into the 7 -dimensional table. As shown in Fig. 1, 8 panels are indexed from 0 to 7. As an example, coincidence events connecting panels 0 and 4 share the same PDFs with those connecting panels 2 and 6. The 20 PDFs, representing the spatial contribution of voxels to coincident events associated with LORs, were applied in the forward-and back projection process where spatial positions of voxels and LORs fall into the respective category of parameter spaces (Table 1) . For the convenience of calculation, each 2D PDF is indexed by R (transaxial) and U (axial), which are defined to be parallel to the surface of higher-index panel. Therefore, spatial parameters in Table 1 include: 3 combinations of layers (front front, front-back and back-back), 9 axial incident angles (range from _45° to 45°, with a step size of 10°), 5 panel differences ( range from 0-4), 9 transaxial incident angles (range from -22 S to 22 S , with a step size of 5°), 9 depths along LOR (equal division from high-panel-index end to low panel-index end).
B. Experiment setting
A bundle of three encapsulated 22 Na point sources (30 Ilei activity and 0.25mm in diameter, denoted PSS for point source set), were fixed to a rotatable arm attached to the patient bed ( Fig. 2 ). Since only a limited amount of PDF samples in the PDF table(l0935 PDFs) can be measured at each position, 250 positions was scanned with 5 minutes per position to obtain the full PDF table. In the experiment, the PSS was moving along with the bed vertically and axially from the center of FOY to the edge with 5mm offsets between steps, covering nearly a quadrant of the scanner's FOY. After binning (see below), the PDFs from 250 positions were combined into one 7-dimensional PDF table (Fig. 3) . The acquisitions were performed manually and accurate localization of the PSS was not required in the task. PDF Table ( C. Data Processing MOLAR reconstructions were performed with all the PSS data sets (randoms are less than 5% and thus neglected), after which the spatial coordinates of the PSS at each position relative to the scanner were estimated through calculating the centroids of points on reconstructed images. Two steps were then taken to obtain the PDFs. First, events were extracted from the list mode file according to the PDF parameters and then binned into 20 histograms with Ra nd U, indicating the transaxial and axial distances from the LORs to the centers of the point sources. In the initial binning, streaks were present as a result of discrete spatial sampling of LORs (Fig. 4a) . Since sampling grids have intrinsically non-uniform sensitivity, a normalization step involved back-projecting all LORs with respect to the point centers to obtain normalization matrices (Fig. 4b) . As shown in Fig. 4c , normalization produced spatially smooth PDFs. 
III. RESULTS
By comparing the experimental PDFs with simulated PDFs, we conclude that the two versions of PDFs show great similarity in spatially variant shapes that are highly dependent on four of the parameters in Table l : panel differences, axial angles, transaxial angles and the positions along LOR. Three groups of PDFs, displayed as a function of depth along the LOR, belonging to three different incident angles and panel differences, are shown in Fig. 5 . The PDFs vary dramatically across positions with elongated shapes and rotated orientations. The experimental PDFs were always more blurred than the simulated PDFs (1-2 mm in FWHM). In the simulated result, PDFs associated with back layer crystals are wider than those with front layer crystals, while this phenomenon is far less obvious in simulated PDFs. We interpret these inconsistencies as due to the fact that the light collection procedure, particularly the PMT sharing design of the HRRT, was not included in Monte Carlo simulation.
Due to the non-Gaussian and anisotropic properties of PDFs, full width at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) are difficult to estimate directly through linear interpolation, since a Gaussian fit is not generally appropriate (Figure, 5) . Alternatively, we defined two figures of merit, C_O.5 and C_O.9 representing the diameter of the circle centered at the PDF in which 50% and 90% cumulative intensity of PDF rests. It is noted that values of C 0.5 and C_O.9 reported on 2-dimensional Gaussian functions are equivalents of the FWHM and FWTM, respectively.
The estimated values of C 0.5 and C 0.9 and their variations along the trajectories of LORs are plotted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , for directly opposite panels and 90° panel-pair differences, respectively. Most PDFs connecting face-to-face panels have exhibited 2%-6% variation in C _ 0.5 and 1 %-12% variation in C_O.9, with smallest values in the central part of the LOR and larger ones at two ends. For LORs with larger incident angles (Panel difference equals 2 to 6 in Fig. 7) , both depth-dependent variations and mean values of the C _ 0.5 and C_O.9 fluctuate within a broader range than those with smaller incident angles (Fig. 6) , indicating substantial spatial variation in PDFs with obliquely-incident LORs. The width of PDFs is larger for back-layer relative coincidences, as seen in Figs. 6 and 7, presumably because of greater intercrystal scatter. Events detected by back-layer crystals thus have a higher probability of being mispositioned, which produces wider PDFs than those in the front layer. Such phenomenon was observed in experimental results, especially in terms of C _ 0.5 values (Fig. 6(a) left) , while it was less significant in simulated PDFs.
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IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we performed a validation study of the Monte Carlo simulated PDFs for the HRRT through point source scans. The experimental PDFs obtained have shown spatially variant properties that are closely relative to incident angles and depth position along the LOR, and which are consistent in structure with the MC results. However, layer-dependent variation seems to become a greater issue in the experimental data, where the two-layer design of the crystal brings in extra blurring effects which are particularly evident in the back layer PDFs. The MC simulation (GATE) fails to present such discrepancy. In addition, the light sharing design where signal outputs from four PMTs are used to determine the positions of the arriving photon was not included as part of the simulation. Such simplification excludes the mispositioning effect which presumably contributes to overestimation of PDFs in simulation.
The Monte Carlo simulation has generated a PDF table with relatively high statistics. It took substantial effort to experimentally obtain a PDF table of comparable accuracy. In our experiment, 20 hours were spent measuring about 95% of PDFs that map the detection probability of every possible point in the FOV to every LOR. There are limited spatial locations that were not covered by our PSS, so accurate localization of the point is required to extract the missing PDFs (5%). Considering the small fraction of missing part, it is also possible to approximate the missing values with other PDFs of the closest spatial parameters.
The result of this study leads naturally to the correction of the simulated PDFs. A simple solution will be blurring the MC kernel with an additional kernel, which can be obtained by comparing the difference between simulated and experimental PDFs. The additional kernel may be spatially invariant, although it is likely that there is a layer-dependent effect. In previous study, we have observed that resolution was degraded in high count rate cases, caused by pulse pile-up and consequent mispostioned events. Thus, a count-rate dependent version of PDFs will accommodate the wide range of count rates in ll C relative scans. To test the benefit of a better resolution model, the PDFs are incorporated into MOLAR and evaluation of images of point sources and phantoms is currently underway. We predict that the image resolution and its spatial uniformity will be improved with new PDFs as compared to our current routine reconstruction with an isotropic kernel only. Note that the development of the PDFs depended on accurate determination of the positions of the point sources, Since incorporation of the PDFs may slightly alter the reconstructed position of the point sources in this study, an iterative approach may be necessary for ultimate optimization of the PDFs.
